
Wednesday 15th March

Flight production log

Initial ideas

Film

Something asian inspired or themed

Something russian inspired or themed
Popularisation of Russian hip hop in the west. in the film i will talk 
about how the genre could be popularised in the west, social media will 
be involved quite a lot in the film. I will also talk about the genre itself, 
some artists i like, how i got into it.



Thursday 16th march

FMP links

http://hiphopdx.com/news/id.39439/title.russian-rap-battle-between-
oxxxymiron-st-does-record-breaking-numbers-on-youtube

http://calvertjournal.com/articles/show/6660/russian-rap-oxxx-
ymiron-mtv

http://www.factmag.com/2015/03/03/putin-work-how-russia-fell-in-
love-with-trap-rap/

http://eurokulture.missouri.edu/from-compton-to-the-kremlin-hip-
hops-presence-in-russia/

https://i-d.vice.com/en_us/article/raw-photographs-from-russias-
emerging-hip-hop-subculture

https://uicradio.wordpress.com/2017/01/30/why-cant-i-stop-listening-
to-russian-hip-hop-or-why-the-new-cold-war-will-be-fought-with-diss-
tracks/

Some good articles ive read. Theyre in english and provide good infor-
mation about the history of the genre and other info. They have given 
me more information about how i can talk about the genre in an aca-
demic way. 



Monday 20th march

Possibly Russian themed

Russian music
Popularisation of Russian hip hop in the west. In the film I will talk 
about the genre. I will talk about the history of it, lyrical themes, the 
overall sound and how it differs from artist to artist and also to west-
ern hip hop. I will talk about how I got into it, what I like about it, my 
favourite artists. I will refer to various artists as examples of particular 
sounds. 

I will explain how I think it could be popularised in the western world. 
Ill talk about how social media provides a platform for Russian hip hop 
artists to promote themselves, and also how social media helps more 
niche western hip hop artists in a similar way. Ill also explain how some 
foreign hip hop artists have become popular in the west in recent years 
and how it could work similarly for Russian hip hop. 

It will be video based. I think I will have several slides with text, the 
text will be about the history of the genre, information about it, infor-
mation about the artists, and so on. Ill most likely have music playing 
in the background. Ill play certain artists when I refer to them in the 
text? It wont be too long. I need to accurately talk about the subject, but 
not blabber on. There’s a limited number of articles written about Rus-
sian hip hop in English. This will force me to be conservative and write 
something with more substance, rather than a load of nonsense. Many of 
the articles about the more popular artists, this is fine as I listen to many 
of them and like their music the most. 

Here i have solidified my idea much more. I now have a full idea about 
what i want to do for my product. 



Wednesday 29th march

Research
I have done some more research on the genre, Ive added some more 
links to my research document.

Product

I have also started to compile a list of songs that i will use in my film. It 
consists of mostly Russian songs, but there’s also some american songs 
for comparison. I will play snipits of these songs to give the viewer an 
overall feel for the genre. I will also show some music videos to show 
the viewer the similarities and differences that Russian hip hop has with 
American or other western hip hop videos.



Wednesday 19th April

Research
I have done some more research into the genre. I have done research on a 
rapper called oxxxymiron. He is one of the biggest russian rappers and he 
will featured quite a bit in my documentary.



Wednesday 26th April

Questionnaire written

Do you think you listen to a lot of foreign music?
Do you have to be able to understand the lyrics to like the music?
Are you as open to foreign music as you are to music from your own country?
What country are you from?

I havent Russified the questionnaire, as i feel its unnecessary. I only wanted to 
know people’s views on foreign music as a whole. I asked this on my facebook 
page which has quite a varied group of followers. The followers are from many 
countries, so by asking them i will have opinins from a very varied group of 
people. I havent sorted the results yet. I will also do it for my class or put it on 
the college intranet to get a more specific response. 

I have also started analysing the research I’ve done. I will talk about how the 
articles ive read will help me to make an informative documentary. I will talk 
about how the research has helped me to develop a better understanding of 
the genre.



Wednesday 3rd May

I recieved many responses for my questionnaire. Ive compiled these an-
swers into a word document, just putting the answers recieved. I will put 
them into some sort of graph.



Wednesday 10th May

Production started. I have started a rough edit for the doc. I have done a sort 
of title sequence. It incudes ariel shots of Moscow, St Petersburg, and Kazakh-
stan. It has simple russian bard music playing. The purpose is to create a very 
eastern and foreign feeling. This will back up the audience’s impression that 
Russia is a world away in every way. The hip hop part of the documentary 
will show that there are actually more similarities than people thought.



wednesday 24th may

production
I have started the edit. I have reworked the intro 3 times so far. At first it was 
too long and boring. Second time it was longer but less boring, i used more 
varied shots and a more interesting song. The third edit is shorter, but still a 
bit too long. It consists of ariel shots of  Moscow, St.Petersburg, a small remote 
Russian town, and shots of the Kazakh countryside. The song i used is a tradi-
tional sounding Russian guitar piece.

research
I have done some more research into the rappers i will use in my video. I have 
compiled some facts about them that i will use as infographics. They will be on 
screen while their music is playing.








